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We study the effect of primordial non-Gaussianity on large-scale structure, focusing upon the most

massive virialized objects. Using analytic arguments and N-body simulations, we calculate the mass

function and clustering of dark matter halos across a range of redshifts and levels of non-Gaussianity. We

propose a simple fitting function for the mass function valid across the entire range of our simulations. We

find pronounced effects of non-Gaussianity on the clustering of dark matter halos, leading to strongly

scale-dependent bias. This suggests that the large-scale clustering of rare objects may provide a sensitive

probe of primordial non-Gaussianity. We very roughly estimate that upcoming surveys can constrain non-

Gaussianity at the level of jfNLj & 10, which is competitive with forecasted constraints from the

microwave background.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental predictions of standard (single-
field, slow-roll) inflationary cosmology is that the density
fluctuations in the early universe that seeded large-scale
structure formation were nearly Gaussian random (e.g. [1–
5]). Constraining or detecting non-Gaussianity (NG) is
therefore an important and basic test of the cosmological
model. To the extent that it can be measured, Gaussianity
has so far been confirmed; the tightest existing constraints
have been obtained from observations of the cosmic mi-
crowave background [6,7]. Recently, several inflationary
models have been proposed which predict a potentially
observable level of non-Gaussianity; see e.g. [8–24] for a
review. Improved limits on NG would rule out some of
these models; conversely, a robust detection of primordial
non-Gaussianity would dramatically overturn standard in-
flationary cosmology and provide invaluable information
about the nature of physical processes in the early universe.
In this regard, there has been a resurgence in studying
increasingly more sophisticated methods and algorithms
to constrain (or, if we are lucky, detect) non-Gaussianity
[25–29].

Non-Gaussianity manifests itself not only in the cosmic
microwave background [30–33], but also in the late-time
evolution of large-scale structure. For example, detailed
measurements of higher order correlations like the bispec-
trum or trispectrum of galaxy clustering could provide a
handle on primordial non-Gaussianity [34–36]. The abun-
dance of galaxy clusters, the largest virialized objects in
the universe, has also long been recognized as a sensitive
probe of primordial NG [35,37–42]. Because clusters are
rare objects which form from the largest fluctuations on the
tails of the density probability distribution, their abundance

is keenly sensitive to changes in the shape of the PDF, such
as those caused by non-Gaussianity. Large statistical
samples of massive clusters have already been compiled
from wide-area optical imaging and spectroscopic surveys
such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [43,44], the
Two-Degree Survey [45], as well as from the Red
Sequence Survey [46] and x-ray surveys using the
Chandra and XMM-Newton observatories [47,48]. Future
missions, such as the Dark Energy Survey, the Supernova/
Acceleration Probe, and the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope, will detect and study tens of thousands of
clusters, revolutionizing our understanding of cluster phys-
ics as well as providing important constraints on cosmol-
ogy [49–55].
To exploit the potential of these upcoming surveys as

probes of primordial non-Gaussianity, it is important to
calibrate the effects of NG on the abundance and clustering
of virialized objects. While no previous work has at-
tempted to quantify the effects of NG on halo clustering,
several groups over the past decade have constructed fitting
formulas for the halo mass function [56–58]. All of this
work, however, was analytic and relied on the validity of
the Press-Schechter [59] formalism, plus various further
approximations. The resulting analytic estimates are, in
general, rather cumbersome to compute and have question-
able accuracy. As discussed below, the Press-Schechter
model provides only a qualitative description of halo abun-
dance, and fails to reproduce the halo mass function to
within an order of magnitude over the mass and redshift
range accessible to current and future cluster surveys.
Therefore, analytic models for NG cluster abundance
based on the Press-Schechter ansatz may not be sufficiently
accurate. Given the high-quality data soon to be available,
a much more precise calculation of cluster statistics will be
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required. Quite recently, two groups have attempted to
quantify the mass function of clusters in NG models using
N-body simulations [60,61], reaching contradictory
conclusions.

In this paper, we use analytic arguments and numerical
simulations to estimate the effect of NG on the abundance
and clustering of virialized objects. Because N-body simu-
lations can be expensive and there is a wide NG parameter
space, we also strive to make our results useful to a
cosmologist who is not necessarily equipped with the
machinery or patience to run simulations or evaluate diffi-
cult analytic expressions. To this end, we provide a simple,
physically motivated fitting formula for the halo mass
function and halo bias, which we calibrate to our N-body
simulations.

Our main results are that the mass function and correla-
tion function of massive halos can be significantly modi-
fied by primordial non-Gaussianity. We find a somewhat
weaker effect of NG on the mass function than previous
analytic estimates. We also show analytically and numeri-
cally that NG strongly affects the clustering of rare objects
on large scales, implying that measurements of the large-
scale power spectrum can place stringent bounds on NG.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we derive
analytic expressions for the abundance and clustering of
rare peaks. In Sec. III we describe our N-body simulations,
followed in Sec. IV by a discussion of our measured halo
mass function, and our fitting formula for the mass func-
tion. In Sec. V we present measurements of halo clustering
within our simulations, and in Sec. VI we discuss cosmo-
logical implications of our findings.

II. ANALYTIC ESTIMATES

In this section, we derive analytic expressions for the
abundance and clustering of dark matter halos. As men-
tioned above, such analytic approaches provide a useful
qualitative framework for understanding gravitational col-
lapse; however, they cannot be used to describe quantita-
tively either the mass function or the clustering amplitude
of collapsed objects. The expressions derived here are
meant solely to motivate the more precise fitting formulas
described in subsequent sections.

We will focus on local NG of the form [1,58,62]

!NG!x" # !!x" $ fNL!!2!x" % h!2i": (1)

In our notation, ! # %", where " is the usual Newtonian
potential. On subhorizon scales, this choice of Newtonian
gauge is valid, and the potentials ! and " satisfy the
Poisson equation relating them to the overdensity ". On
superhorizon scales, the Bardeen potential ! and over-
density " are proportional, and not related by a Poisson
equation, so our analysis will be valid only on subhorizon
scales. With this choice of convention, positive fNL corre-
sponds to positive skewness of the density probability

distribution, and hence an increased number of massive
objects.
For simplicity, we neglect the effect of the cold dark

matter transfer functions, which modify the shape of the !
power spectrum after non-Gaussianity is generated. Then
the probability distribution for !NG is easy to write down;
however, the probability distribution for the density "NG

cannot be expressed analytically. Nevertheless, we can
make progress by assuming that the NG correction is small,
and by focusing only on high peaks of the density. The
Laplacian of !NG is

r2!NG # r2!$ 2fNL&!r2!$ jr!j2': (2)

Because !, r!, and r2! are all Gaussian fields whose
statistics are fully specified by their power spectra, then
Eq. (2) above, relating "NG # %!3#m=2ar

2
H"r2!NG to

the Gaussian fields, allows us to determine fully the statis-
tics of the non-Gaussian density "NG. For example, the
skewness of "NG becomes, to lowest order in fNL,

S3 #
h"3

NGi
h"2

NGi2
# 6fNL

h!"i
#2

"

: (3)

On the average, the two terms !r2! and jr!j2 in
Eq. (2) are of the same order; the fact that they have equal
but opposite expectation values is why h"NGi #h "i # 0.
However, we are mainly interested in high peaks, where
" / %r2! is large. Because jr!j2 is uncorrelated with
r2!, and because at the peak of ! its derivative vanishes,
we assume that jr!j2 may be neglected compared to
!r2! in the vicinity of rare, high peaks. Then applying
the Poisson equation near the peak gives "NG (
"&1$ 2fNL!'. This expression applies for the primordial
density and potential fields at early times. At late times,
"NG subsequently grows according to the linear growth
factor D!a", while the potential decays like g!a" /
D!a"=a. Therefore, rewriting this expression in terms of
the late-time fields, we find

"NG ( "&1$ 2fNL!=g!a"': (4)

We see that the peak height is enhanced by a factor
proportional to the primordial potential !p # !=g!a",
rather than the evolved potential.1

Equation (4) will be the basis for the rest of our dis-
cussion. We emphasize that this is only valid in the vicinity
of peaks, and sowe focus on peaks for the remainder of this
discussion. Because the fields " and ! are Gaussian dis-
tributed, we can immediately derive properties of the dis-
tribution of "NG. For example, consider the mean shift in
peak height for a peak of Gaussian density ":

1An earlier version of this paper neglected to distinguish
between the primordial and late-time potential, and hence omit-
ted the g!a" factor. We are grateful to N. Afshordi for pointing
this out to us.
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h"NGj"i # "!1$ 2fNLh!pj"i" # "
!
1$ 2fNL

h!"i
g#2

"

"
"
:

(5)

If the peak height " and background potential ! were
uncorrelated, then there would be no systematic shift in
peak height, and hence no change in the abundance of
massive halos. However, " and ! are correlated, implying
that rare peaks are systematically raised or lowered, de-
pending upon the sign of fNL. Therefore, we expect
changes in the mass function and the correlation function.

In the Appendix, we derive expressions for the abun-
dance and clustering of regions above a given threshold,
which then give the clustering and mass function of halos
in the Press-Schechter model. However, we can derive the
form of the halo correlation function using a very simple
argument. The halo correlation function is usually parame-
trized in terms of the halo bias b, which is the rate of
change of the halo abundance as the background density is
varied. Writing the matter overdensity as " and the halo
overdensity as "h, we can define the halo bias as

"h # b": (6)

It is normally assumed that b! const on large scales, but
we will not make this assumption here. Consider a long-
wavelength mode, providing a background density pertur-
bation " and corresponding potential fluctuation !. In the
absence on non-Gaussianity, this perturbation raises sub-
threshold peaks above threshold, and thereby enhances the
abundance of superthreshold peaks by bL", where bL is the
usual (Gaussian) Lagrangian bias. For nonzero fNL, the
long-wavelength mode also enhances the peak height by
2fNL!p"pk, and we will focus on peaks near threshold,
such that "pk ’ "c. This provides an additional enhance-
ment factor, giving a total of

"h # bL!"$ 2fNL!p"c": (7)

In Fourier space, the potential and density modes are
related by ! # !3#m=2ar

2
Hk

2"", and so we see that the
non-Gaussian bias acquires a correction

$b!k" # 2bLfNL"c
3#m

2ag!a"r2Hk2
; (8)

where again bL refers to the usual Lagrangian bias for
halos of this mass with Gaussian fluctuations. The total
Lagrangian bias is then bL!k" # bL $ $b!k".

Since we have been working with the clustering of peaks
in the initial density distribution, the above expression for
the bias applies only to the early-time, Lagrangian bias.
Translating these results to late-time, Eulerian bias is
straightforward, however. The bias of Eulerian halos is
simply b # 1$ bL: the excess of halos in some Eulerian
volume with overdensity " is b" # bL"$ ". The first
term corresponds to the excess of peaks in the initial
Lagrangian volume, which are advected into the Eulerian

volume. The second term arises because a Eulerian volume
with overdensity " has " times more mass than an average
volume, and therefore " times more peaks.
In summary, local NG generates a scale-dependent cor-

rection to the bias of galaxies and halos, of the form

$b!k" # 2!b% 1"fNL"c
3#m

2ag!a"r2Hk2
(9)

where b here now refers to the Eulerian bias of the tracer
population. In subsequent sections, we show that this sim-
ple expression, despite the underlying assumptions and
approximations in its derivation, matches surprisingly
well the halo clustering measured in our numerical
simulations.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We numerically simulate the growth of structure in non-
Gaussian cosmologies using the adaptive P3M parallel
N-body code GRACOS

2 [63,64]. Non-Gaussian initial con-
ditions were generated using the following procedure.
First, we generated a Gaussian random potential field
!!x" using a power-law power spectrum with a scalar
(density) index ns # 0:96, and normalized so that #8 #
0:76 [6] when multiplied by the matter transfer function.
Following Refs. [1,58,62], we then computed the non-
Gaussian potential ! by adding a quadratic correction in
configuration space,

!!x" # !!x" $ fNL!!2 % h!2i": (10)

We then multiplied ! by matter transfer functions in
Fourier space for #m # 0:24, #% # 0:76, and computed
particle displacements and velocities using the Zeldovich
approximation [65].
One immediate drawback to this approach is that, due to

the strong Fourier mode coupling generated by the fNL
term, our results may be affected by the absence of modes
below the fundamental frequency or above the Nyquist
frequency of our simulation volume. All N-body simula-
tions can cover only a finite dynamic range, and therefore
have zero power outside of their k-space volumes. For
Gaussian simulations, this is believed not to be a serious
defect, because mode coupling is unimportant on linear
scales, and on nonlinear scales the mode coupling gener-
ally transfers power to small scales. In our case, however,
the fNL term couples all the modes sampled in our simu-
lation to all the modes absent in our simulation. We have
performed rudimentary estimates of the magnitude of this
effect, by running simulations in which we high-pass or
low-pass filter the fNL correction, and do not observe
significant changes in the overall behavior. Strictly speak-
ing, however, it must be borne in mind that our results

2http://www.gracos.org
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apply only for power spectra that are nonvanishing only
over the finite range covered by our simulation volume.

We have performed several simulations using both
Gaussian and non-Gaussian initial conditions. For each
Gaussian realization, we construct non-Gaussian realiza-
tions using the same Fourier phases, with various fNL, e.g.
fNL # )500, )50, and )5. We ran simulations from a
starting expansion factor a # 0:02 until the present time,
a # 1, using 5123 particles in a box of side length L #
800h%1 Mpc. For these parameters, each particle has a
mass mp # 2:52* 1011h%1M+, so that clusters with
masses exceedingM> 1014h%1M+ are resolved with N *
400 particles. Since we are interested mainly in the masses
and positions of cluster-sized halos, and not their internal
structure, we have not used high force resolution: we
employ a Plummer softening length l of 0.2 times the
mean interparticle spacing. We have checked that using
higher force resolution (l half as large) does not appreci-
ably change the mass function. All simulations were per-
formed at the Sunnyvale cluster at CITA; depending upon

the value of fNL, the simulations completed in 2–3 hours
each on typically 8–10 nodes. As a consistency check, we
have also run a small number of 10243 particle simulations
with the same particle mass and force softening as above,
but with twice the box size. These larger runs typically
completed in 18–20 hours on 64 nodes. In Fig. 1, we plot
slices through our simulation volume at redshift z # 0, and
the effects of varying fNL are readily apparent. Large
positive fNL accelerates the evolution of overdense regions
and retards the evolution of underdense regions, while
large negative fNL has precisely the opposite effect.

IV. THE HALO MASS FUNCTION

We constructed late-time halo catalogues at redshifts
z # 1, 0.5, and 0 using the friends-of-friends group finder
[66], with linking length b # 0:2. For Gaussian simula-
tions, the halo mass function constructed this way has been
extensively calibrated [67,68]. Resulting mass functions
are plotted in Fig. 2.

A. A new fitting formula

Having measured the halo mass function, we next would
like to construct a fitting function along the lines of those
used for Gaussian simulations [67,68]. As mentioned
above, previous techniques for estimating the non-
Gaussian mass function have been based upon the Press-
Schechter [59] ansatz. Given that the Press-Schechter mass
function fails to match the halo mass function to within an
order of magnitude over the mass and redshift ranges of
interest to us [67], and given the lack of any physical basis
to the Press-Schechter ansatz [69,70], we have instead
adopted an alternative approach which we describe next.

FIG. 1 (color online). Slice through simulation outputs at z #
0 generated with the same Fourier phases but with fNL #
%5000, %500, 0, $500, $5000, respectively, from top to
bottom. Each slice is 375h%1 Mpc wide, and 80h%1 Mpc high
and deep. We can easily match by eye much of the large-scale
structure; for example, an overdense region sits on the left, while
an underdense region (void) falls on the right, in all panels. Note
that for positive fNL, overdense regions are more evolved and
produce more clusters than their Gaussian counterparts, while
underdense regions are less evolved (e.g. grid lines are still
visible). For negative fNL, underdense regions are more evolved,
producing deeper voids, while overdense regions are less
evolved, as illustrated by the grid lines apparent in the left of
the top panel.

( )

(
)

FIG. 2 (color online). Mass functions measured from simula-
tions with various fNL and identical phases (3 sets of initial
conditions were used for each fNL). The top panel shows the
mass function as well as the Gaussian fitting formula (dashed
yellow line) from Warren et al. [67]. The bottom panel shows the
ratio between the measured fNL # 0 Gaussian mass functions
and the respective non-Gaussian ones.
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We start by noting that the halo mass function dn=dM
has been precisely calibrated for Gaussian cosmologies.
Consider a Gaussian realization of the density field, which
at late times evolves to produce halos with mass function
dn=dM0. As we slowly vary fNL away from zero, the
structures forming at late times also slowly vary
(cf. Fig. 1), producing a different mass spectrum
dn=dMf. If we vary fNL slowly enough, we can track the
change in mass and position for individual halos: i.e., for

each halo of mass M0 for fNL # 0, we can uniquely
identify a corresponding halo of mass Mf for fNL ! 0, as
long as jfNLj is sufficiently small. Since we know precisely
the number of halos as a function of M0, if we can deter-
mine the mapping M0 ! Mf, we will then have an esti-
mate of the non-Gaussian mass function dn=dMf via

dn

dMf
#

Z
dM0

dn

dM0

dP

dMf
!M0"; (11)

where dP=dMf!M0" is the probability distribution that a
Gaussian halo of massM0 maps to a non-Gaussian halo of
mass Mf. Note that the probability distribution function
dP=dMf need not integrate to unity,

R
dMfdP=dMf ! 1

in general, since the total number of halos is not conserved:
halos can merge or split as fNL is varied.
The next step is to determine the probability distribution

dP=dMf!M0", by matching halos between Gaussian and
non-Gaussian simulations. We match halos by requiring
that matching pairs have significantly overlapping
Lagrangian volumes; i.e. by requiring that halos have
many particles in common, where particles are labeled
by their Lagrangian coordinates in the initial conditions.
For each haloMf in a non-Gaussian run, we loop over the
halo’s particles and identify which Gaussian halos own
those particles in the run with fNL # 0. The Gaussian
halo owning the largest fraction (exceeding 1=3) of the
particles is then identified as the match for the non-
Gaussian halo Mf. Each Gaussian halo M0 can have one,
several, or zero matching non-Gaussian halos, depending
on fNL. By stacking Gaussian halos of similar massM0, we
can determine dP=dMf!M0".

FIG. 4 (color online). The probability distribution that a Gaussian halo of mass M0 maps to a non-Gaussian halo of mass Mf, i.e.
dP=dMf!M0". This plot can be understood as a (binned) slice through Fig. 3. Here we show the measured dP=dMf!M0" (solid lines)
and Gaussian fit (dashed line) for various fNL in the mass bin 1<M0=10

14M+ < 3. The left panel corresponds to fNL > 0 and the
right panel corresponds to fNL < 0. Note that both the width and mean value of the PDF vary with fNL. The probability distribution is
clearly poorly fit by a Gaussian; however, as discussed in the text, it provides an adequate fit given the precision with which we can
determine the halo mass function from N-body simulations. Whereas the high mass tail for fNL > 0 (left panel) indicates that many
fNL # 0 halos will merge into more massive ones, the low mass tail for fNL < 0 (right panel) accounts for the disruption of fNL # 0
halos into lighter ones.

FIG. 3 (color online). Distribution of Mf as a function of M0

for one fNL # $500 simulation. The average shift towards
higher masses is clearly visible.
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Examples of the probability distribution are shown in
Fig. 4, and the mean and variance of the PDF are plotted in
Fig. 5. The behavior of the mean hMfi and variance are
quite regular, and appear consistent with simple power
laws:

#
Mf

M0

$
% 1 # 1:3* 10%4fNL#8#!M0; z"%2; (12)

var
!
Mf

M0

"
# 1:4* 10%4!fNL#8"0:8#!M0; z"%1; (13)

where the rms overdensity dispersion #!M; z" is defined as
usual by

#2 #
Z k3

2$2 P!k"W2!kR" dk
k
; (14)

where we use a top-hat window W!x" # 3j1!x"=x for R #
!3M=4$ &%m"1=3, and P!k" and &%m are the matter power
spectrum and energy density, respectively.

Because we desire a simple fitting formula, we assume
that we can approximate the PDF as a normalized Gaussian
whose mean and variance are given above, even though the
PDF shape is quite clearly non-Gaussian (cf. Fig. 4). As we
show below, however, even this crude approximation is
sufficient to achieve the ,10% precision in the halo mass
function provided by standard fitting formulas for Gauss-
ian simulations [71]. Then Eq. (11), together with
dP=dMf!M0" which is assumed to be a Gaussian with
the mean and variance given in Eqs. (12) and (13), fully
specifies our fitting function. Essentially, we have written
the NG mass function as a convolution of the Gaussian
mass function with a Gaussian kernel.

B. Review of previous fitting formulas

Before showing a comparison of the simulated mass
function to our proposed fitting formula, we first describe
alternative fitting formulas previously suggested in the

literature: the extended Press-Schechter (EPS) formalism
[72], and the model of Matarrese et al. [58], hereafter MVJ.

1. Extended Press-Schechter

The EPS formalism generalizes the widely used Press-
Schechter [59] model, which posits that the fraction of
mass in collapsed objects is equal to twice the fraction of
the volume occupied by density peaks exceeding some
critical overdensity "c. (The factor of 2 arises from the
so-called ‘‘cloud-in-cloud’’ problem [69].) Therefore the
collapsed fraction becomes

F!>M" - 2
Z 1

"c

P!";M"d" (15)

# 2
Z 1

"c=#!M"
PG!&"d& (16)

where the probability distribution P!";M" that the density
smoothed on mass scale M equals " is simply PG!&", the
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance for
& # "c=#, with #!M" given by Eq. (14). Note that F!0" #
1 for hierarchical cosmologies where #!M" diverges as
M ! 0; that is, all matter is assumed to be in virialized
objects of some mass.
The differential mass function may then be readily

computed:

M
dn

dM
# &%m

%%%%%%%%
dF

dM

%%%%%%%%: (17)

For a Gaussian PDF, the massM enters the right-hand side
of this expression only via the lower bound of the integral,
"c=#!M", so we immediately obtain

!
dn

d lnM

"

PS
# 2

&%m
M

"c
#

%%%%%%%%
d ln#

d lnM

%%%%%%%%PG!"=#": (18)

This gives the well-known Press-Schechter mass function.
A class of fitting formulas based on this approach, and

loosely called ‘‘extended Press-Schechter’’ (though appar-

FIG. 5 (color online). Measured mean (left panel) and rms dispersion (right panel) of the mass shift, Mf=M0 % 1, as a function of
#!M0; z". Note that measurements at various redshift outputs (z # 0, 0.5, 1) have been combined in this plot, and that the fNL scaling
has been divided out. The dashed lines show our fits to these moments; cf. Eqs. (12) and (13).
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ently unrelated to the work of Refs. [73,74]), attempt to
generalize this argument using non-Gaussian PDFs. The
most obvious way of making this generalization, i.e. in-
serting the non-Gaussian PDF P!";M" into Eq. (17), faces
several immediate difficulties, however. First, the Press-
Schechter factor of 2 is no longer valid; rather, the cloud-
in-cloud correction will depend upon the specific form of
non-Gaussianity. Second, the shape of the PDF P!";M"
now depends uponM, and so we cannot simply replace the
derivative of the integral in Eq. (17) by the integrand.
Lastly, and prosaically, the Press-Schechter mass function
does not, in fact, fit the halo mass function in N-body
simulations well, and so starting from Press-Schechter is
guaranteed to fail in fitting the non-Gaussian mass
function.

The approach adopted by many previous works (e.g.
[72]) has instead been to assume that, although Press-
Schechter cannot be used to derive the Gaussian mass
function, it may be used to compute the departure of the
mass function from its Gaussian value, i.e.

nNG!M; z"
nG!M; z"

#
d
dM FNG!>M"
d
dM FG!>M" (19)

where F is given by Eq. (15). In this approach, the non-
Gaussian mass function is computed by multiplying the
Gaussian mass function (not Press-Schechter, but Jenkins
et al. [68] or Warren et al. [67]) by the above ratio.

The EPS prediction for the halo mass function is there-
fore given by the derivatives of the PDF tails given in
Eq. (19) above. To implement this prescription, we com-
pute the PDF tails directly from the initial conditions of our
simulations: at each redshift we are interested in, we
integrate the linearly evolved PDF to compute FNG!M" at
masses ranging from about 1012M+ to 1016M+. Then we
compute the mean value of FNG!M" averaged over 10
independent N-body simulations. Finally, we fit a cubic
spline through the (computed mean of) FNG!lnM" and
differentiate with respect to mass. Evaluation of this for-
mula becomes extremely difficult at high masses, simply
because the statistics of peaks at these high masses be-
comes too noisy.

2. MVJ

The MVJ [58] mass function is a further approximation
to the EPS model described above. Instead of numerically
computing the PDF and its tails for each fNL, it is assumed
that the ratio in Eq. (19) may be determined from the
skewness of the PDF. The expression for the mass function
becomes [61]

!
dn

d lnM

"

MVJ
# 2

&%M
M
PG

!
".
#M

"

*
&
1

6

"3
.

"c

%%%%%%%%
dS3;M
d lnM

%%%%%%%%$".

%%%%%%%%
d#M

d lnM

%%%%%%%%
'

(20)

where

". -
"c((((((((((((((((((((((((((((

1% S3;M"c=3
q ; (21)

S3;M - h"3iM
h"2i2M

; (22)

where h"niM is the nth moment of the density field eval-
uated on the characteristic mass scale M, and S3;M is the
skewness on that mass scale.
The advantage of the MVJ formula is that it does not

require specification of the PDF of the density field—
however, it does require knowledge of the skewness S3;M.
In this work, we compute the moments of the density field
directly from our simulations at the starting epoch a #
0:02, then scale them with the linear growth function to the
desired epoch. We can then evaluate the MVJ expression in
Eq. (21). Unlike the EPS approach described above, the
formula does not become intractable at high masses. On
the other hand, MVJ becomes onerously expensive to
calculate at low levels of non-Gaussianity (e.g. jfNLj &
100), simply because the scatter in the measured skewness
from run to run becomes comparable to that generated by
primordial non-Gaussianity. To see this, note that the scat-

ter in h"3iM is roughly #3 ’ #3
M

((((((((((((
15=N

p
for N # Mbox=M

samples. Approximating h"3iM , 6fNL#
3
M#!, then

for a 5123 grid and mass scale of 200 cells, and taking
#! # 4* 10%5, requiring h"3iM=#3 > 5 translates into
jfNLj * 100.

C. Results and comparison to previous work

Figure 6 shows the ratios nNG=nG for fNL # 500 (left
panel) and %500 (right panel). Simulation values are de-
noted with error bars, colored black (z # 0), blue (z #
0:5), and red (z # 1). To compute the error bars in the
ratios, and taking account of the fact that nNG and nG
measurements are correlated, we have adopted the larger
error of the two (rather than adding them in quadrature),
which is the error in nG (nNG) for fNL > 0 (fNL < 0). The
solid lines denote our fits explained in Sec. III. Dashed
lines refer to the EPS results, while the dotted lines repre-
sent the MVJ fitting function. The results clearly indicate
that, while the EPS and the MVJ functions mutually
agree,3, they both overestimate the effects of non-
Gaussianity as found by our simulations, at a level typi-
cally& 100%, although dependent upon mass and redshift.
This result appears to disagree with the work of Kang

et al. [60], who find a large discrepancy between EPS/MVJ
and their simulations’ mass function, in the sense that their

3The agreement between the EPS and MVJ is even better when
an alternative expression is used for fNL > 0, as pointed out by
Grossi et al. [61]; see their Eq. (4). We have not used this
correction in our Fig. 6.
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simulations show a much larger effect of non-Gaussianity
than predicted by the EPS-type formalism. However, as
noted by these authors, their simulations used a rather
small number of particles (, 1283) in a volume nearly
20 times smaller than ours, so it is unclear how well they
probe the statistics of the rare objects of interest to us. In
contrast, Grossi et al. [61] have found very good agreement
between the MVJ formula and their simulations’ results.
While our fitting function is in mild disagreement with the
MVJ fitting formula, it is unclear whether our simulations
are in disagreement with the simulations of Grossi et al.

[61]. Their simulations used a somewhat different cosmo-
logical model (higher #8) than ours; they have plotted
cumulative rather than differential mass functions, and of
course the error bars in both their plots and ours are
considerable.
In summary, we conclude that our simple fitting function

appears consistent with the measured mass function from
our simulations to within ,10% over the entire range of
masses and redshifts that we consider. Since this is the
level of precision that various N-body codes agree with
each other in the mass function [71], we have not attempted
to achieve better agreement. EPS-like fitting formulas,
such as the model of MVJ [58], appear to overestimate
the effects of non-Gaussianity. The level of discrepancy
increases with increasing mass and redshift.

V. HALO CLUSTERING

Beyond one-point statistics like the halo mass function,
N-body simulations also allow us to compute higher order
statistics like the correlation function or its Fourier trans-
form, the power spectrum. As shown in Sec. II, we expect
non-Gaussianity to produce pronounced effects on the halo
power spectrum, specifically in the form of scale-
dependent halo bias on large scales. This may seem some-
what surprising, due to very general arguments previously
given in the literature that galaxy bias is expected to be
independent of scale in the linear regime [75–77]. We can
summarize the argument as follows. Suppose that the halo
overdensity is some deterministic function of the local
matter overdensity, "h # F!"". On large scales, where
j"j / 1, we can Taylor expand this function, "h # a$
b"$ . . . . Keeping only the lowest order terms and requir-
ing that h"hi # 0 then gives "h # b", which is linear
deterministic bias. The key assumption in this argument
was locality; i.e. that the halo abundance is determined
entirely by the local matter density. N-body simulations
with Gaussian initial conditions have confirmed that halo
bias tends to a constant on large scales well in the linear
regime.
Once we allow for primordial non-Gaussianity, however,

the above argument need not hold. For example, in this
paper we have considered NG of the form fNL!2, and note
that the gravitational potential is a nonlocal quantity.
Hence the locality-based argument above does not apply
for this form of non-Gaussianity, and our derived scale
dependence of the bias is not surprising. The specific form
we have derived is particular to the quadratic, local form of
NG that we have assumed; however, we expect that any
NG that couples density modes with potential modes will,
in general, lead to scale-dependent bias. On the other hand,
non-Gaussianity of the form fNL"

2 does not lead to scale-
dependent bias.
In order to test our prediction for the scale dependence

of bias, we have computed halo bias in our N-body simu-
lations by taking the ratio of the matter power spectrum

FIG. 6 (color online). Ratios of the NG to Gaussian mass
functions as a function of mass and at redshifts z # 0 (black),
z # 0:5 (blue), and z # 1 (red). Points with error bars denote
results from our simulations. Solid lines represent our fitting
formula. Dashed and dotted lines denote the EPS and MVJ fitting
functions, respectively. Note that the EPS and MVJ agree
mutually, but both significantly overestimate the effects of
non-Gaussianity. (The discontinuity of EPS and MVJ fitting
functions at M, 2* 1014M+ is due to transition from a smaller
simulation box to the larger one.)
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P"" and the halo-matter cross spectrum Ph" # h".
h"i. We

have used the cross spectrum rather than the halo auto
spectrum because the former should be less sensitive to
shot noise from the small number of halos compared to
dark matter particles. We have checked, however, that

using the halo auto spectra to compute bias gives consistent
results as the cross spectra; i.e. we find no evidence for
stochasticity. Examples of the various power spectra and
resulting bias factors are plotted in Fig. 7.
As can be seen, we numerically confirm the form of the

predicted scale dependence. Because we focus on the
statistics of rare objects, the errors on bias from individual
simulations plotted in Fig. 8 are large. We therefore at-
tempt to improve the statistics on the comparison by com-
bining the bias measurements from multiple simulations.
Figure 8 plots the average ratio between the bias measured
in our simulations and our analytic prediction, Eq. (9),
using "c # 1:686 as predicted from the spherical collapse
model [78]. In computing the average plotted in this figure,
we used a uniform weighting across the different simula-
tions, redshifts, and mass bins. Alternative weightings can
shift the results by ,10%, so we conservatively estimate
the systematic error in our comparison to be 20%. The
agreement between our numerical simulation results and
our predicted bias scale dependence, Eq. (9), is excellent
and perhaps surprising. Naively, we might expect a some-
what larger collapse threshold "c to apply, considering the
ellipsoidal rather than spherical nature of the collapse of
halos in this mass range [70].

VI. COSMOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

Having derived fitting formulas for the abundance and
clustering of halos in NG models, we now investigate how
well upcoming surveys may constrain fNL, and whether
NG could possibly affect the constraints derived on other
cosmological parameters. We focus on galaxy cluster sur-
veys and redshift surveys. Cluster surveys aim to constrain
cosmological parameters, in particular dark energy pa-
rameters, by exploiting the exponential sensitivity of the
galaxy cluster abundance on cosmology. Similarly, a major
goal for upcoming redshift surveys is to constrain dark
energy by localizing baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO)
features in the galaxy power spectrum at multiple redshifts.
Examples of upcoming surveys include the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope,4 South Pole Telescope,5 Dark
Energy Survey,6 WiggleZ,7 Planck,8 SuperNova/
Acceleration Probe,9 and the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope.10

Because primordial non-Gaussianity affects both the
abundance and power spectra of massive halos, both of
these types of surveys will be well suited for constraining
NG. On the other hand, potential NG could, in principle,

FIG. 8 (color online). Ratio of the bias shift $b measured
from our simulations to that predicted by Eq. (9), using "c #
1:686. Biases were computed from cross spectra measured on 28
simulations with 5 various fNL !%500;%100; 100; 500", 3
various redshifts (z # 0, 0.5, 1), and 5 halo mass bins. Note
that at higher k, nonlinear evolution also generates scale
dependence in the bias [80].

FIG. 7 (color online). Cross-power spectra for various fNL.
The upper panel displays Ph"!k", measured in our simulations at
z # 1 for halos of mass 1:6* 1013M+ <M< 3:2* 1013M+.
The solid line corresponds to the theoretical prediction for P""

with a fitted bias b0 # 3:25. We see a strongly scale-dependent
correction to the bias for fNL ! 0, increasing towards small k
(large scales). The bottom panel displays the ratio
b!k; fNL"=b!k; fNL # 0". The errors are computed from the
scatter amongst our simulations and within the bins. Triangles
correspond to our large (10243 particle) simulations whereas
diamonds correspond to our smaller (5123 particle) simulations.
The dotted lines correspond to our expression for the bias
dependence on fNL defined in Eq. (9).

4http://wwwphy.princeton.edu/act/
5http://spt.uchicago.edu
6http://www.darkenergysurvey.org
7http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/wigglez/WiggleZ/

Welcome.html
8http://www.rssd.esa.int/Planck
9http://snap.lbl.gov

10http://www.lsst.org
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degrade the expected constraints on dark energy parame-
ters, due to possible degeneracies. We use the Fisher matrix
formalism to extract errors on seven cosmological parame-
ters as well as fNL. Our estimates are only illustrative;
accurate forecasts for specific surveys will require a more
sophisticated analysis.

A. Constraints from P!k": Galaxy surveys, BAO,
and ISW

We can (crudely) estimate constraints on parameters fpig
derived from measurements of the power spectrum by
assuming that band powers are measured with errors "P #
!P$ n%1"= ((((

m
p

, where P is the power in a band of width dk
centered at wave number k, n is the number density of
galaxies, and m is the number of independent Fourier
modes sampled by the survey, roughly given by m #
!2$2"%1Vk2dk [79]. Then the Fisher matrix can be written
as

Fij #
Z kmax

kmin

@P

@pi

@P

@pj

!
P$ 1

n

"%2 Vk3

2$2 d lnk: (23)

For simplicity, in Eq. (23) we use the linear theory power
spectrum and number density corresponding to z # 0:5,
and assume an all-sky, volume-limited survey extending to
z # 0:7. We integrate over wave numbers between kmin #
10%3h=Mpc and kmax # 0:1h=Mpc. The results are insen-
sitive to kmax but depend strongly on kmin. We believe the
kmin used here is optimistic but reasonable. At high k (small
scales), late-time nonlinear evolution can also generate
scale-dependent bias [80]; however, the redshift and scale
dependence of this effect is quite distinctive from NG and
we ignore it here.

We assume that the target galaxies have properties simi-
lar to luminous red galaxies (LRGs) [81], with comoving
number density n # 4* 10%4!h%1 Mpc"%3 and bias b0 #
2. Equation (23) then gives estimated errors on fNL of
#!fNL" ( 7, which compares well with forecasted con-
straints on non-Gaussianity for Planck.

Unsurprisingly, we find little degeneracy between fNL
and other cosmological parameters, given its distinctive
effect on the shape of the power spectrum. Accordingly,
there is little reason to believe that BAO determinations of
dark energy parameters will be biased by non-Gaussianity,
especially since the scale dependence is small over the
wave numbers of interest for the BAO wiggles. To quantify
this effect, we determine the acoustic peak positions by
locating extrema of the ratio of the power spectrum (in-
cluding baryonic effects) to the power spectrum with zero
baryons [82]. When multiplying the matter power spec-
trum with baryons by our scale-dependant bias, we find
that fNL # 100 would shift the first BAO peak at k ’
0:07h=Mpc by 0.4% at z # 1, and has a considerably
smaller effect at the higher BAO peaks. The magnitude

of this effect is comparable to the effect of nonlinear
corrections to the power spectrum [83,84], although the
NG effect is primarily important on large scales while
nonlinearities are most important on small scales. In
principle, NG and nonlinearities could conspire to lead to
a ,1%–2% bias in the dark energy equation of state
parameter w inferred from BAO observations [83], and
so a careful joint analysis allowing both for NG and non-
linear corrections will be required, which should not be
difficult.
Another probe of Ph" on large scales is the cross corre-

lation between cosmic microwave background (CMB)
temperature anisotropies and large-scale structure, due to
the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect [85–87]. First
detections of the ISW effect from cross correlations of
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP)
with various large-scale surveys have been obtained with
reported detections at the 2#–4# level [88–95]. A com-
bined analysis yields a ’ 5# detection [96], whereas a
cosmic variance limited measurement would allow a
’ 7:5# detection for the currently favored %CDM cosmol-
ogy, and a somewhat more significant detection if the dark
energy equation of state parameter is smaller [97,98]. The
cross correlation between large-scale structure and CMB is
directly proportional to a weighted projection of the scale-
dependant bias. Since the z and k dependence of our bias is
very specific, we do not expect it to be severely degenerate
with other parameters affecting the amplitude of the ISW
effect (mostly w and #m for a flat universe). We can thus
translate the ISW detection level into constraints on fNL.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the ISW signal
comes from z ’ 1 and is dominated by the angular multi-
pole ‘ ’ 20, corresponding to a wave number k ’ 6:66*
10%3h=Mpc at z # 1: [97]. According to Eq. (9) the cur-
rent 3# (5#) detections of ISW translate into upper limits
on jfNLj of 123 (61) (1#) assuming a bias b0 # 2, as
appropriate for LRGs [93]. A prospective 7:5# detection
would translate into jfNLj & 38 (1#). These estimates are
clearly very crude, but are likely correct at the order-of-
magnitude level. In comparison, the current limits from
CMB bispectrum measurements fromWMAP give%54<
fNL < 114 (95% CL) [6] whereas Planck is expected to
constrain jfNLj< 10 (1#) [99].
In summary, the large-scale galaxy power spectrum

appears capable of constraining local NG quite stringently
for surveys reaching ,Gpc scales: jfNLj & 10. ISW or
BAO observations could provide somewhat weaker bounds
on fNL, though of course any constraints they can provide
would be independent of the CMB bispectrum and there-
fore worthwhile. Our estimates of forecasted bounds on
fNL were rather crude, but given the encouraging results, a
more sophisticated treatment for specific survey parame-
ters appears warranted.
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B. Constraints from cluster counts

We next consider how well upcoming cluster surveys
can constrain fNL by measurements of the cluster mass
function dn=dM. Other forms of non-Gaussianity may also
be constrained by these surveys [100], but we focus on the
fNL form. For our fiducial survey parameters, we consider
a fixed, redshift-independent lower mass limit of Mlim #
2* 1014M+ and assume redshift bins of width $z # 0:1
uniformly distributed between z # 0:1 and z # zmax 0
2:0. We simultaneously vary seven cosmological parame-
ters besides fNL: A, the normalization of the primordial
power spectrum at kfid # 0:002hMpc%1; physical matter
and baryon densities #mh

2 and #bh
2; the spectral index

ns; the sum of the neutrino masses m&; the matter energy
density today relative to critical #m; and the equation of
state parameter of dark energy w. We assume no mass
information (which would improve our parameter con-
straints) but also no systematic errors (which would de-
grade the constraints). We further assume 5000 square
degrees on the sky, roughly consistent with expectations
for the Dark Energy Survey or the South Pole Telescope.
The fiducial survey has about 7000 clusters for #8 # 0:76
cosmology, and about 23 000 for #8 # 0:9. We use
WMAP3 [6] cosmological parameters in determining
error forecasts. The mass power spectrum $2!k; a" -
k3P!k; a"=!2$2" is written as

$2!k; a" # 4A

25#2
M

!
k

kfid

"
ns%1

!
k

H0

"
4
g2!a"T2!k" (24)

where T!k" is the transfer function adopted from Eisenstein
and Hu [82], and the growth function g!a" is computed
exactly by integrating the well-known second order differ-
ential equation for growth [e.g. Eq. (1) in [101]].

Following the results of Sec. IVA, we assume that the
mass function may be written as

dn

dM
!z;M" #

!
dn

dM

"

Jenk
!z;M"

&
nNG!z;M"
nG!z;M"

'
(25)

where the non-Gaussian correction is computed using ei-
ther our fitting formula or EPS for comparison. For a given
mass function, the total number of objects in a redshift
interval of width $z and centered at z is

N!z;$z" # #survey

Z z$$z=2

z%$z=2
n!z;Mmin"

dV!z"
d#dz

dz (26)

where #survey is the total solid angle covered by the survey,
n!z;Mmin" is the comoving density of clusters more mas-
sive than Mmin, and dV=d#dz is the comoving volume
element. We assume #survey # 5000 square degrees,
roughly consistent with expectations for the Dark Energy

Survey or the South Pole Telescope. The fiducial survey
has about 7000 clusters (for #8 # 0:76 cosmology) and
about 23 000 (for #8 # 0:9).
Assuming Poisson statistics, the Fisher information ma-

trix reads [102–104]

Fclus
ij #

X

k

1

Nk!zk;$z"
@Nk
@pi

@Nk
@pj

(27)

where pi are the 8 cosmological parameters including fNL,
Nk is the number of clusters in the kth redshift bin, and the
sum runs over the redshift bins extending to maximal
redshift zmax.

11 We assume no mass information (which
would improve our parameter constraints) but also no
systematic errors (which would degrade the constraints).
Lastly, we add a Planck prior on the parameter set,

neglecting forecasted constraints on fNL expected from
future CMB bispectrum measurements (since we are inter-
ested in the sensitivity to NG of cluster counts alone). The
full Fisher matrix is given by

F # Fclus $ FCMB: (28)

Figure 9 shows the result of our Fisher matrix estimate,
i.e. the forecasted errors on fNL as a function of the
maximum extent of the cluster survey, zmax. Black solid
and dashed lines show the marginalized and unmarginal-
ized errors using our fitting formulas for nNG=nG, while the
red lines show the errors using the EPS formalism. The
former errors are clearly well behaved, and asymptote at

FIG. 9 (color online). Forecasted errors on fNL from mea-
surements of the cluster mass function, as a function of the
maximum extent of the cluster survey, zmax. Black solid and
dashed lines show the marginalized and unmarginalized error
using our fitting formulas for nNG=nG, while the red lines show
the errors using the EPS formalism. Even though we use the
average of the non-Gaussian PDF tail over 10 simulations, the
EPS result becomes noisy at z * 1:5 due to poor sampling of the
tails. Furthermore, it is clear that the EPS errors on fNL under-
estimate those based on our simulations by up to a factor of 3.
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high zmax as expected since cluster abundance rapidly
vanishes. On the other hand, EPS-produced fNL errors
disagree with the simulations by up to a factor of 3.
Moreover, even though we use the average of the non-
Gaussian PDF tail over 10 simulations, the EPS result
becomes noisy at z * 1:5 due to poor sampling of the tails.
The magnitude of the discrepancy between EPS estimates
and our simulations appears similar even for the higher
#8 # 0:9 model. As with our estimates from power spec-
trum constraints, we do not find significant degeneracies
between fNL and other cosmological parameters (correla-
tion coefficient & 0:5).

Since we find a weaker effect on cluster abundance than
previous formulas like EPS or MVJ, this implies that
constraints found by Sefusatti et al. [72], who performed
a similar Fisher matrix estimate but with somewhat differ-
ent assumptions, will be weaker once the NG sensitivity is
calibrated off simulations. Direct quantitative comparison
to two other relevant papers, Kang et al. [60] and Grossi
et al. [61], is however difficult since these authors do not
compute cosmological parameter error estimates.

VII. DISCUSSION

We have quantified the effects of primordial non-
Gaussianity on the abundance and power spectra of mas-
sive halos. Our two principal results are as follows.

First, we have provided a new fitting formula for the halo
mass function. The formula is based on matching halos in
Gaussian and non-Gaussian simulations: for fNL > 0 the
corresponding halos are more massive than in the Gaussian
case, and vice versa. The formula is consistent with the
measured mass function from our simulations to within
,10% over the entire range of masses and redshifts that we
consider. Being essentially a convolution of the Gaussian
mass function and a Gaussian kernel [Eqs. (11)–(13)], the
formula is also easy to use and does not require estimating
the extreme tails of the non-Gaussian PDF of the density
field. Our results also indicate that previous work based on
extended Press-Schechter–type formulas overestimated the
effects of non-Gaussianity on the abundance of halos by a
factor of ,2 over the relevant mass scales.

Second, we showed both analytically and numerically
that non-Gaussianity (in the fNL model) leads to strong
scale dependence of the bias of dark matter halos. We find
remarkably good agreement between our analytic expres-
sion and our numerical results. Measurement of the power
spectrum of biased objects therefore provides a new ave-
nue to detect and measure non-Gaussianity. While cluster
counts can constrain NG at a level comparable to existing
CMB constraints, jfNLj & 100, we found that future large-
scale redshift surveys can potentially do much better,
roughly jfNLj & 10. We do not find significant degenera-
cies between fNL and dark energy parameters in our Fisher
matrix calculations, either for mass function measurements
or power spectrum measurements. More precise estimates

will require considerably more sophisticated treatments
than we have attempted in our illustrative examples above.
We close this paper by considering, in light of our

findings, the optimal methods for constraining NG of the
fNL form. Measurements of the power spectrum would
appear the most promising; observations of high redshift,
highly clustered objects on large scales would allow the
strongest constraints on the scale-dependent bias signature
of fNL. Fortunately, upcoming BAO surveys will likely
provide the necessary observations of, e.g. LRGs.
Photometric surveys may also be useful in this regard.
Since the effects of NG are most pronounced on large
scales, rather than small scales, precise spectroscopic red-
shifts may not be necessary. Photometric redshifts with
errors of order $z ( 0:03 have already been achieved for
LRGs and for optically selected groups and clusters with
prominent red sequences [46,105,106]. At z # 0:5, this
corresponds to roughly 100h%1 Mpc comoving, fairly
small compared to the ,Gpc scales where NG becomes
most important. Since photometric surveys can cover
wider areas more deeply than spectroscopic surveys, they
may turn out to provide tighter bounds.
Besides their abundance and clustering, the internal

properties of massive halos may also be sensitive to non-
Gaussianity. For instance, the concentrations and substruc-
ture content of massive halos have been found to depend
upon primordial NG [107]. Our simulations lacked suffi-
cient force resolution to explore this in detail, but we note
in passing that multiple groups find a tension between
observations of massive lensing clusters and theoretical
predictions for Gaussian perturbations [108–111].
Another intriguing possibility for probing primordial

NG is to use statistics of the largest voids in the universe.
Just as the abundance and clustering of high density peaks
are affected by non-Gaussianity, so are the same properties
for deep voids (albeit with an opposite sign, cf. Fig. 1). In a
sense, because voids are not as nonlinear as overdense
regions, their properties are more easily related to the
initial Lagrangian underdensities whose statistics are
straightforward to compute. Voids may be detected at
high redshift as a deficit of Lyman-' forest absorption
features in quasi-stellar object (QSO) spectra. The SDSS
has already measured spectra for high redshift QSO’s over
a roughly ,8000deg2 area, corresponding to a volume of
* 30!Gpc=h"3 [112]. Each QSO spectrum typically probes
,400h%1 Mpc, and the typical transverse separation be-
tween QSO sight lines in SDSS is ,100h%1 Mpc (P.
McDonald, private communication), so measurements of
the clustering of ,10Mpc-sized voids on ,Gpc scales
may already be feasible.
Finally, we note that our conclusions are based on

simulations implementing a very specific type of local
primordial non-Gaussianity quantified by the fNL parame-
ter. The validity of our conclusions in the context of other
types of primordial non-Gaussianity is the subject of on-
going studies.
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APPENDIX A: THE ABUNDANCE AND
CLUSTERING OF HIGH PEAKS

In this appendix we derive analytic expressions for the
abundance and clustering of regions above the spherical
collapse threshold "c. We first review previous results
derived for Gaussian statistics, and then show how they
are modified by fNL non-Gaussianity.

1. Review of Gaussian results

We begin by identifying massive halos at late times with
high peaks in the initial density distribution "!x" -
"%!x"= &%. Note that we work entirely in early-time,
Lagrangian coordinates x in this section rather than late-
time, Eulerian coordinates. Earlier work [59,69,113,114]
has shown that the abundance of peaks above threshold
"c ( 1:686 reasonably describes (at the order-of-
magnitude level) the statistics of halos forming at subse-
quent times. We briefly review some of these previous
results, as the methods will be used in our analysis.

Following the Press and Schechter [59] ansatz, we
smooth the density field and assume that density peaks
with ">" c produce halos. The density smoothed on scale
R is given by

"R!x" # !2$"%3
Z
d3k"kW!kR"eik1x; (A1)

where W!x" is some smoothing window, e.g. top-hat or
Gaussian. Assuming that the Fourier modes "k are
Gaussian distributed with power spectrum P!k" # hj"kj2i,
then "R!x" also has a Gaussian distribution, with variance

#2
"!R" # h"2

Ri #
Z
d lnk

k3P!k"
2$2 W2!kR": (A2)

The probability P1 for a given randomly selected region to

exceed the threshold "c is then simply the integral of the
Gaussian probability distribution,

P1 #
Z 1

"c

d"
dP

d"
#

Z 1

&c

d&!2$"%1=2e%&2=2 # 1

2
erfc

!
&c(((
2

p
"
;

(A3)

where & # "=#", and similarly &c # "c=#".
The same power spectrum P!k" describing the density

variance #2
"!R" also gives the matter correlation function

(!r12", and, following an elegant argument by Kaiser
[113], can also be used to determine the correlation func-
tion of rare peaks. Let us compute the probability P2 that
two randomly selected regions separated by distance
r12 2 R are both above threshold. Again, this is simply
an integral over the (joint) Gaussian distribution:

P2 #
Z 1

"c

d"1

Z 1

"c

d"2

exp!% 1
2! 1 !%1 1 !"

2$j!j1=2
(A4)

where ! # !"1;"2", the covariance matrix is given by

! # #2
" (
( #2

"

! "
; (A5)

and the matter correlation function (!r12" is given by

(!r12" #
Z
d lnk

k3P!k"
2$2 W2!kR"j0!kr12": (A6)

Rescaling the "’s by their variance, this becomes

P2 #
Z 1

&c

d&1

Z 1

&c

d&2

exp!% 1
2" 1 S%1 1 ""

2$jSj1=2
; (A7)

where

S # 1  
 1

! "
; (A8)

and we follow the notation of BBKS [114] in writing the
normalized correlation function as  !r12" # (!r12"=#2

";
note that  < 1.
To evaluate the integral in Eq. (A7), we change coor-

dinates to variables that are uncorrelated. Using the
Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix S #
CTC, we write " # CTy for new variables y. Next, we
rotate coordinates y # R 1 x to bring the point !&1 #
&c;&2 # &c" along the x1 axis. Then the integral becomes

P2 #
Z
d2x

exp!% 1
2 jxj2"

2$
'&!1; 0" 1CT 1R 1 x% &c'

* '&!0; 1" 1CT 1R 1 x% &c'; (A9)

where the Heaviside function ' accounts for the two
integration bounds. Since  < 1, we can write this as
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P2 #
1

2$

Z 1

xc

dx1e
%x21=2

Z c!x1%xc"

%c!x1%xc"
dx2e

%x22=2

# 1

2$

Z 1

xc

dx1e
%x21=2f!x1"; (A10)

where c #
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
!1$  "=!1%  "

p
and xc # &c

(((((((((((((((((((((
2=!1$  "

p
.

We could easily evaluate the integral for f!x1" in terms
of the error function, but the resulting integral over x1
would then not be analytic. However, we can derive an
approximate solution in the limit &c 2 1. For integrals of
the form

I #
Z 1

x0

dxe%x
2=2f!x"; (A11)

we can construct an asymptotic series by repeated partial
integrations:

I ( e%x
2
0=2

&
f!x0"
x0

!
1% 1

x20
$ . . .

"
$ f0!x0"

x20
$ . . .

'
: (A12)

In our case, f!xc" # 0 and f0!xc" # 2c. Therefore, in the
limit &c 2 1, we obtain

P2 (
1

2$
e%x

2
c=2

2c

x2c
# 1

2$
e%&2

c=!1$ " !1$  "3=2
!1%  "1=2

&%2
c :

(A13)

Comparing this expression to the probability for a single
peak to be above threshold then gives the peak-peak cor-
relation function (pk, which in the limit &c 2 1,  / 1
becomes

1$ (pk # P2=P
2
1 ( e&

2
c!1%1=!1$ "" ( 1$ &2

c 

# 1$ &2
c

#2
"

(; (A14)

and therefore the (Lagrangian) bias b2L # (pk=( becomes

bL ( &2
c="c: (A15)

2. Non-Gaussianity

Our discussion so far has merely reviewed previous
results for Gaussian fluctuations; we now turn to non-
Gaussian fluctuations. As noted above, we focus on NG
of the form

!NG # !$ fNL!!2 % h!2i": (A16)

We adopt the approximation of Sec. II that the heights of
rare peaks are modified by NG as "NG ( "&1$ 2fNL!',
where in this appendix we adopt the notation that ! refers
to the primordial potential. At late times, ! decays as the
growth suppression factor g!a".

Let us first consider the one-point distribution of peaks
above threshold, "NG > "c. We express this as an integral
over Gaussian variables ! and "; the integration bound

then becomes "NG # "!1$ 2fNL!"> "c, and using the
fact that typically fNLj!j / 1, we have ">" c!1%
2fNL!". The probability for "NG to exceed threshold
then is

P1 #
Z
d!

Z 1

"c!1%2fNL!"
d"

exp!% 1
2 !!;"" 1 (%1 1 !!;"""

2$j(j1=2

#
Z
d)

Z 1

&c%*)
d&

exp!% 1
2 !);&" 1 S%1 1 !);&""

2$jSj1=2
;

(A17)

where ) # !=#!, & # "=#", &c # "c=#", and * #
2fNL#!&c. We write the off-diagonal part of the normal-
ized covariance matrix S as h)&i # r, where the cross-
correlation coefficient r is not to be confused with the
peak-peak separation r12 appearing above and below. By
a coordinate transformation, we can orient the integration
bound along a single axis. Changing coordinates from
!);&" to !); v # &$ *)", and noting that the variance
of v is hv2i # 1$ 2*r$ *2, we can integrate out ) to
obtain

P1 #
1(((((((
2$

p
Z 1

xc

dxe%x
2=2 # 1

2
erfc

!
xc(((
2

p
"
; (A18)

where xc # &c=
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1$ 2*r$ *2

p
. The effect of NG on the

peak abundance is therefore simply to rescale the threshold
density by a mass- and redshift-dependent factor.
Next, we turn to the peak-peak correlation function. As

in the Gaussian case, we write the probability for two
points both to be above threshold as

P2 #
Z
d4u

exp!% 1
2 u 1 ! 1 u"

!2$"2j!j1=2
'!&1 $ *)1 % &c"

* '!&2 $ *)2 % &c"; (A19)

where u # !)1;)2;&1;&2", and the notation is otherwise
the same as above. We write the off-diagonal parts of the
normalized covariance matrix as h&1&2i #  , h)1)2i #
+, h&1)1i # r, and h&1)2i # ,. As above, we change
variables from &i to vi # &i $ *)i to align the integration
bounds along the density coordinate axes. This allows us to
integrate out the two potential variables, leaving behind a
2-D integral. Rescaling the remaining two variables by
their (identical) variance, and again writing xc #
&c=

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((
1$ 2*r$ *2

p
, brings the integral to the form

Z 1

xc

dx1
Z 1

xc

dx2
exp!% 1

2 x 1 S 1 x"
2$jSj1=2

(A20)

where the off-diagonal component of S is hx1x2i # -,
given by

- #  $ 2*,$ *2+

1$ 2*r$ *2 : (A21)

The form of Eq. (A20) is identical to Eq. (A7), with &c !
xc and  ! -. So we can immediately write down the
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approximate solution,

P2 (
1

2$
e%x

2
c=!1$-"x%2

c
!1$ -"3=2
!1% -"1=2

: (A22)

Comparing with the single-peak probability, we obtain the
peak-peak correlation function, in the limit &c 2 1, - /
1:

1$ (pk # P2=P
2
1 ( 1$ x2c-; (A23)

which to lowest order in * becomes

(pk ( &2
c& $ 2*!,% 2r "' ( &2

c! $ 2*,"
# b2L!("" $ 4fNL"c(!""; (A24)

where bL is the Lagrangian bias obtained for Gaussian
peaks; cf. Eq. (A15). Note that in the first line of
Eq. (A24), we neglect r relative to , since
(""!r12"=#"" is smaller than (!"!r12"=#!" by a factor
scaling like !R=r12"2, where R is the smoothing scale of
the peak and r12 is the peak-peak separation.

The peak-peak correlation function is now no longer
simply proportional to the matter correlation function,
implying that the peak bias is not independent of scale.
Fourier transforming this expression gives the peak power
spectrum,

Ppk # b2L!P"" $ 4fNL"cP!""; (A25)

which gives a scale-dependent change in the bias due to
NG of

$b!k" # 2bLfNL"c
P!"

P""
# 2bLfNL"c

3#m

2agr2Hk
2 ; (A26)

where we have used the relation between the potential-
density cross spectrum and the matter power spectrum
P!" # !3#m=2agr

2
Hk

2"P"", arising from the Poisson
equation. The total Lagrangian bias is then bL!k" # bL $
$b!k".
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